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04 Pedals in León
Our first project saw light in 2010, and since then that 
trail has become legendary among mountain biking 
enthusiasts and it lets cyclists discover the secrets of 
our land.

08 Pedals in the Mines
Discover our second mountain bike trail project. This 
one was designed to be done in 2 days, so it can be 
perfect for doing either during the week or as a weekend 
getaway.

12 LeonRoadBike
This is our first project for a road bike trip. It follows a 
route down a sinuous road with hardly any traffic and 
goes through valleys and 7 magnificent ports with a 
beauty that leaves nobody indifferent.

16 Trips
Take a road bike trip with the comfort of having lodging 
as a base camp that is both a starting and end point for 
various circular routes that we can adapt to your needs.

22 The Way of Saint James
Our fleet of bicycles, good service and experience is 
available to specialised agencies interested in providing 
a high quality product for organising trips on the Way of 
Saint James.

26 Transport / Transfers
We work with private taxis and companies that have 
experience transporting people and bicycles to meet 
any needs for transport from León, the airport or 
surrounding areas.

27 Bicycle rental
We have a large fleet of bicycles for hire. We have road 
bikes and mountain bikes.

28 Active tourism: more than bikes
Our territory is a paradise for lovers of sport and 
adventure. So, in addition to cycling activities, we 
partner with other active tourism companies that 
specialise in rafting, trekking or other activities.
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Adventure in the
Eastern León Mountains
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Pedals of León: Picos de Europa

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AGU SEP OCT NOV DEC

START FINISH DAYS KM CLIMB GRADE
Cistierna Cistierna 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 220 +6,500 High / Medium

This is a self-guided circular tour covering 220 km and with a 6500 metre climb going through the Easter León 
Mountains and the Picos de Europa. Cyclists can choose how many stages they want to do depending on their 
physical fitness. The range of difficulty spans from the hardest version which has 3 stages (around 75 km/day), 
to the easiest which has 6 stages (around 35 km/day). The route can also have up to 3 variations so cyclists can 
adapt the tour even more.

Enjoy exuberant landscapes with high environmental value on your mountain bike and discover their history 
and excellent food.

We can take of everything. Accommodation, luggage transport, National Park permits and technical assistance 
on the trail: Come enjoy the experience either by yourself or with a group of friends. What's more, you'll get 
some gifts and exclusive memories of the tour.

PROFILE

INCLUDES
Professional advice
Briefing before starting the tour
National park permits
Half board accommodation
Luggage transport
On-trail technical assistance
Finisher jersey and gifts
Activity insurance

OPTIONAL SERVICES
Bicycle rental
GPS Rental
Transport to Cistierna

NOT INCLUDED
Flights

FINISHER JERSEY

pedalesdeleon.es
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Stage 1:
Cistierna - Crémenes
32 Km | +1,050 m

Stage 2:
Crémenes - Soto de Sajambre
57 Km | +1,750 m

Stage 3:
Soto de Sajambre - Villafrea de la Reina
54 Km | +1,650 m

Stage 4:
Villafrea de la Reina - La Mata de Monteagudo
51 Km | +1,550 m

Stage 5:
La Mata de Monteagudo - Cistierna
25 Km | +600 m

4 stages3 stages 5 stages 6 stages

3 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS PACKAGE
Includes half board accommodation

Single room €385 / person
Double room  €350 / person
Triple room  €330 / person

Extras:
Rental bicycle + €75 / person

4 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS PACKAGE
Includes half board accommodation

Single room €505 / person
Double room  €425 / person
Triple room  €410 / person

Extras:
Rental bicycle + €100 / person

5 DAYS / 5 NIGHTS PACKAGE
Includes half board accommodation

Single room €563 / person
Double room  €475 / person
Triple room  €445 / person

Extras:
Rental bicycle + €125 / person

6 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS PACKAGE
Includes half board accommodation

Single room €659 / person
Double room  €542 / person
Triple room  €516 / person

Extras:
Rental bicycle + €150 / person

Stage 1: 
Cistierna - Lario
67 Km | +2,100 m

Stage 2:
Lario - Villafrea de la Reina
76 Km | +2,350 m

Stage 3:
Villafrea de la Reina - Cistierna
76 Km | +2,150 m

Stage 1: 
Cistierna - Lois
54 Km | +1,950 m

Stage 2:
Lois - Posada de Valdeón
61 Km | +1,850 m

Stage 3:
Posada de Valdeón - Morgovejo
58 Km | +1,450m

Stage 4:
Morgovejo - Cistierna
47 Km | +1,350 m

Stage 1:
Cistierna - Crémenes
32 Km | +1,050 m

Stage 2:
Crémenes - Lario
35 Km | +1,050 m

Stage 3:
Lario - Posada de Valdeón
48 Km | +1,700 m

Stage 4:
Pasada de Valdeón - Villafrea de la Reina
29 Km | +600 m

Stage 5:
Villafrea de la Reina - La Mata de Monteagudo
50 Km | +1,550 m

Stage 6:
La Mata de Monteagudo - Cistierna
25 Km | +600 m

Extra night (MP) in Cistierna at the end:
Single room + €50 / person
Double room  + €45 / person
Triple room  + €40 / person

MORE INFORMATION
Scan this QR code for a full description, more 
information and profiles of this tour option.

MORE INFORMATION
Scan this QR code for a full description, more 
information and profiles of this tour option.

MORE INFORMATION
Scan this QR code for a full description, more 
information and profiles of this tour option.

MORE INFORMATION
Scan this QR code for a full description, more 
information and profiles of this tour option.

Vía Ferrata / Cares Trail

In the 4 and 6 stage versions, when you're half 
way done with the tour we provide the option 
to stay one more day in Posada de Valdeón 
where you can have more fantastic experiences.
· Vía Ferrata de Valdeón  + €60 / person
· Cares Trail  free

Extra night (MP) in Posada de Valdeón:
Single room + €74 / person
Double room  + €50 / person
Triple room  + €42 / person
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2 Day pure
mountain bike tour

Pedals in the Mines
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JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AGU SEP OCT NOV DEC

START FINISH DAYS KM CLIMB GRADE
Cistierna Sabero 2 110 +2700 Medium

This is a circular mountain bike trail that has two stages, one 54 km and one 46 km, and a total of 2700 m 
accumulated climb. It's perfect for cyclists who cannot spend several days of holiday time on this kind of 
experience and need to fit the tour into a standard or long weekend.

The tour goes through areas of the Eastern León Mountains, which are full of cultural and historical interest. 
You'll see old abandoned mines, archaeological sites and historical railway sites. Cyclists can visit several 
museums on the tour where they can see what the territory was like just a few decades ago when mining was 
the primary source of income.

It's a trip through time in a territory that is truly unknown and untouched, with great natural value because of 
its wildlife and biodiversity and that will certainly inspire wonder in mountain bike tourists.

We can take of everything. Accommodation, luggage transport, technical assistance on the trail and provisioning 
during the stages: Come enjoy the experience. What's more, you'll get some gifts and exclusive memories of the 
tour.

PROFILE

INCLUDES
Professional advice
Briefing before starting the tour
Half board accommodation
Luggage transport
On-trail technical assistance
Picnic for both stages
Finisher jersey and gifts
Activity insurance

OPTIONAL SERVICES
Bicycle rental
GPS Rental
Transport to Cistierna

NOT INCLUDED
Flights

FINISHER JERSEY

pedalesdelasminas.es
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MORE INFORMATION
Scan this QR code for a full description, more 
information and profiles of this tour option.

2 stages

2 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS PACKAGE
Includes half board accommodation the night 
before in Cistierna and the night in Salamón.

Single room €277 / person
Double room  €251 / person
Triple room  €235 / person

2 DAYS / 1 NIGHT PACKAGE
Includes half board accommodation for the night 
in Salamón.

Single room €225 / person
Double room  €204 / person
Triple room  €193 / person

Stage 1:
Cistierna - Salamón
54 Km | +1,600 m

Stage 2:
Salamón - Sabero
46 Km | +1,105 m

Rail Museum
Cistierna

The museum is located in the old company store of 
the Robla-Bilbao Railroad. The building houses a 
wide range of objects used by the rail workers, from 
assembling the tracks to the Station Chief 's Office.

Visitors can see objects in the vitrines and re-created 
spaces that were used for different categories of work 
surrounding the legendary Hullero (black coal) train: 
Hats, the Station Master's flag, the briquettes used by 
stokers to feed the locomotive fire, rail pots where 
workers cooked food and the tools conductors used 
to cancel travellers' tickets.

And, in the audiovisual room, visitors can see a show 
of photos that have become part of railroad history 
and a video that covers more than 100 years in the life 
of the Hullero Railroad.

Museum of Mining and the Iron and 
Steel Industry

Sabero

Located in a privileged natural enclave, the Sabero 
valley is home to MSM - The Museum of Mining and 
the Iron and Steel Industry of Castilla y León - which 
is dedicated to the people who made it possible to 
create the earliest iron and steel industry in Spain in 
the mid 19th century. XIX.

The museum is a centre for research and raising 
awareness about mining. Its goal is to study and 
further knowledge about mining and the iron and 
steel industry in Castilla y León, in recognition of the 
companies, workers and civil society that are part of 
it.

Extra night (MP) in Cistierna at the end:
Single room + €50 / person
Double room  + €45 / person
Triple room  + €40 / person
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Join
our challenge now

Leon Road Bike
Picos de Europa

LeonRoadBike
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START FINISH DAYS KM CLIMB GRADE
Cistierna Cistierna 1 / 2 210 +3,250 Medium / High

Would you like to discover an epic trail?

LeonRoadBike is a 210 km long circular route that can be done in 1 or 2 stages (the better choice) on a road 
bike and goes through the stunning valleys and 7 ports of the spectacular landscape of the Picos de Europa and 
Eastern León Mountains.

Its sinuous curving roads with very little traffic don't leave anyone indifferent. We can take of everything. 
Accommodation, luggage transport, technical assistance on the trail and even provisioning by car for the group, 
if needed. 

In addition to a wonderful experience, you'll get some gifts and a precious memory of the trail.

PROFILE

INCLUDES
Professional advice
Briefing before starting the tour
Half board accommodation
Luggage transport
On-trail technical assistance
Finisher jersey and gifts
Activity insurance

OPTIONAL SERVICES
Support car
Guide
Bicycle rental
GPS Rental
Transport to Cistierna

NOT INCLUDED
Flights

FINISHER JERSEY

leonroadbike.es
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2 stages1 stage

1 DAY / 1 NIGHT PACKAGE
Includes half board accommodation the night 
before in Cistierna.

Single room €130 / person
Double room  €120 / person
Triple room  €115 / person

Extra night at the end:
Single room + €50 / person
Double room  + €45 / person
Triple room  + €40 / person

Extras:
Rental bicycle + €30 / person
Support vehicle: On request 
Escort guide: On request

2 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS PACKAGE
Includes half board accommodation the night before 
in Cistierna and the night in Posada de Valdeón.

Single room €245 / person
Double room  €220 / person
Triple room  €215 / person

Extra night at the end:
Single room + €50 / person
Double room  + €45 / person
Triple room  + €40 / person

Extras:
Rental bicycle + €55 / person 
Support vehicle: On request 
Escort guide: On request

Stage 1:
Cistierna - Sabero
210 Km | +3,200 m

Stage 1:
Cistierna - Posada de Valdeón
110 Km | +1,580 m

Stage 2:
Posada de Valdeón - Sabero
100 Km | +1640 m

MORE INFORMATION
Scan this QR code for a full description, more 
information and profiles of this tour option.

MORE INFORMATION
Scan this QR code for a full description, more 
information and profiles of this tour option.

We're official distributors

Optional: Support vehicle

For groups of at least 6 cyclists we have the 
option to hire our support vehicle service to 
provide technical assistance and provisioning 
on the whole trail.

Optional: Escort guide

Do the trail with a specialised escort guide.
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Trips: LeonRoadBike
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AGU SEP OCT NOV DEC

This is the perfect idea when you're on the trail on a road bike for several days. You can have the comfort of 
always staying in the same base camp/lodging that is also a start and end point for several circular trails and that 
we can also adapt to every group's goals or intentions. 

You can choose from different distances and climb altitudes depending on the intentions or physical fitness of 
the group. You can also choose based on the weather, because the trail selected may vary depending on where 
you go. The more southerly routes tend to be sunnier and more stable, while the northern routes are usually 
cooler and more variable.

The trails are varied, with the character of the Eastern León Mountain territory and even reaching the Picos de 
Europa. The trails have beautiful landscapes and are almost always on roads with very little traffic. And, on the 
sinuous trails you can enjoy the food in the small villages in the area, the scenic views from the road or simply 
the pleasure of pedalling through pretty places.

You'll get the chance to climb traditional mountain passes as well as others that are less well known, but which 
are nonetheless astonishing.

Choose from any one of our centres: Montaña Oriental Leonesa or Montaña Palentina; Each one has several 
dozen trails. 

Leon Road Bike
Picos de Europa

INCLUDES
Professional advice
Briefing before starting the tour
Half board accommodation
Finisher jersey and gifts
Activity insurance

OPTIONAL SERVICES
Support vehicle
Guide
Bicycle rental
GPS Rental
Transport to Cistierna

NOT INCLUDED
Flights

JERSEY

Important:
1) Check the bike before leaving
2) Always wear a helmet
3) Wear appropriate clothing
4) Bring a supply of food and water
5) Make sure your phone is fully charged
6) Plan the trip
7) Try not to go alone
8) Leave someone a copy of your itinerary
9) Respect pedestrians and traffic laws
10) Take care of the environment, wildlife and plants

Easy

Hard

Very hard

Grade of the trails

Very easy
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5 DAYS / 5 NIGHTS PACKAGE
Includes half board accommodation.

Single cabin €520 / person
Double cabin:  €460 / person
Triple cabin:  €415 / person
Quadruple cabin:  €395 / person

Extra night at the end:
Single cabin + €66 / person
Double cabin:  + €55 / person
Triple cabin:  + €47 / person
Quadruple cabin:  + €44 / person

Extras:
Rental bicycle + €150 / person 
Support van: On request 
Escort guide: On request

Eastern León Mountains
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Fuentes Carrionas
94 Kms | + 810 m

Reservoir Route
126 Kms | + 1,780 m
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Puebla de Lillo
120 Kms | + 2,605 m

The trails that appear below are only a small sample of the many trails that we can offer you during your stay so 
you can choose the ones you like most.

Do you need to stay more or fewer days?
If you want to extend or shorten the days of 
your trip, don't hesitate to contact us about the 
conditions. We can adapt the trip to your needs.
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RURAL HOTEL PACKAGE · 5 DAYS / 5 NIGHTS
Includes half board accommodation.

Single room €605 / person
Double room  €520 / person
Extra night at the end:
Single room + €70 / person
Double room  + €60 / person

Extras:
Rental bicycle + €150 / person 
Support vehicle: On request 
Escort guide: On request

Palentina Mountain

NATIONAL INN PACKAGE · 5 DAYS / 5 NIGHTS
Includes half board accommodation.

Single room €1040 / person
Double room  €760 / person

Extra night at the end:
Single room + €155 / person
Double room  + €107 / person

Extras:
Rental bicycle + €150 / person 
Support vehicle: On request 
Escort guide: On request
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Ruta de los Pantanos
98 Kms | + 1,275 m

The trails that appear below are only a small sample of the many trails that we can offer you during your stay so 
you can choose the ones you like most.

Do you need to stay more or fewer days?
If you want to extend or shorten the days of 
your trip, don't hesitate to contact us about the 
conditions. We can adapt the trip to your needs.
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The Way of Saint James
PERSONALISED TRIPS:

Design your bike tour to match your needs and availability.

Decide which trail you'd like to do and where you'd like to start, depending on the various Ways of St. James, to 
get to Santiago de Compostela and also how long you'd like to spend depending on the days you have available.

Our entire organisation is at your disposal to make your Way of St. James trip an unforgettable experience.

Feel free to ask us about it with no obligation.

PRE-DESIGNED TRIPS

If you prefer, below you can find some of the most common options for pilgrims doing the Way of St. James on 
bicycle.

THEY INCLUDE
Lodging in 2 or 3 star hotels or hostels
Hearty breakfast
Luggage transport between stages
24h Assistance by telephone
Travel insurance
Necessary documentation and roadmap
Pilgrim's Passport

OPTIONAL SERVICES
Bicycle rental
Transport to the departure loca-
tion
Cancellation insurance

NOT INCLUDED
Flights
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Last 300 Km
From León From Roncesvalles

Primitive Way
From Oviedo

Portuguese Way
From Oporto

8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS PACKAGE
Includes accommodation with lodging and 
breakfast

Single room €630 / person
Double room  €485 / person
Triple room  €485 / person

Extras:
Half Board + €105 / person
Extra night in Santiago: from €55 / person

Live the experience of the Way of St. James by 
bicycle by travelling the 300 km separating León 
and Santiago de Compostela. 

It's a trip where you're free to go at your pace and 
of your own accord through beautiful valleys, like 
the Bierzo valley, and with spectacular descents 
through the Cruz de Ferro and thousand year old 
villages like O Cebreiro.

Day 1: Arrival at Oviedo and accommodation
Day 2: León – Astorga stage (52 Km)
Day 3: Astorga – Ponferrada stage (51 Km)
Day 4: Ponferrada – Cebreiro stage (53 Km)
Day 5: Cebreiro – Portomarin stage (62 Km)
Day 6: Portomarin – Arzúa stage (53 Km)
Day 7: Arzúa – Santiago stage (39 Km)
Day 8: Departure from lodgings End of services

14 DAYS / 13 NIGHTS PACKAGE
Includes accommodation with lodging and 
breakfast

Single room €1,220 / person
Double room  €945 / person
Triple room  €945 / person

Extras:
Half Board + €245 / person
Extra night in Santiago: from €55 / person

Live the experience of the Way of St. James by 
bicycle by travelling the nearly 800 km separating 
Roncesvalles and Santiago de Compostela.

It starts in the Pyrenees and continues through the 
vineyards of the Rioja and beautiful valleys, like the 
Bierzo valley, and has spectacular descents through 
the Cruz de Ferro and ancient villages.

Day 1: Arrival at Roncesvalles and accommodation
Day 2: Roncesvalles – Puente la Reina (65 Km)
Day 3: Puente La Reina – Logroño (74 Km)
Day 4: Logroño – Sto Domingo Calzada (52 Km)
Day 5: Sto. Domingo Calzada – Burgos (74 Km)
Day 6: Burgos – Frómista (65 Km)
Day 7: Frómista – Sahagún (63 Km)
Day 8: Sahagún – León (55 Km)
Day 9: León – Astorga (51 Km)
Day 10: Astorga – Villafranca del Bierzo (74 Km)
Day 11: Villafranca del Bierzo – Samos (60 Km)
Day 12: Samos – Palas de Rei (54 Km)
Day 13: Palas de Rei – Santiago (64 Km)
Day 14: Departure from lodgings End of services

7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS PACKAGE
Includes accommodation with lodging and 
breakfast

Single room €600 / person
Double room  €465 / person
Triple room  €465 / person

Extras:
Half Board + €95 / person
Extra night in Santiago: from €55 / person

The Primitive Way is the way Alphonso II the 
Chaste took in the 9th century to visit the recently 
discovered tomb of James the Apostle.

The current itinerary faithfully reproduces the 
original. It leaves from Oviedo and crosses Asturias, 
going through all the villages in the western part: 
Las Regueras, Grado, Salas, Tineo, Pola de Allande 
and Grandas de Salime. After the last village, the 
trail enters Lugo through the Puerto del Acebo and 
joins with the French Way at Palas de Rei then heads 
towards Santiago de Compostela.

Day 1: Arrival at Oviedo and accommodation
Day 2: Oviedo - Tineo (65 Km)
Day 3: Tineo - Grandas de Salime (64 Km)
Day 4: Grandas de Salime - O Cadavo (50 Km)
Day 5: O Cadavo - Arzúa (89 Km)
Day 6: Arzúa - Santiago (40 Km)
Day 7: Departure from lodgings End of services

8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS PACKAGE
Includes accommodation with lodging and 
breakfast

Single room €650 / person
Double room  €495 / person
Triple room  €495 / person

Extras:
Half Board + €130 / person
Extra night in Santiago: from €55 / person

Travel the 259 km that separate Oporto and Santiago 
de Compostela.

It's a trip where you're free to go at your pace and 
of your own accord following the route commonly 
used by overseas pilgrims who arrived at Portuguese 
ports as well as by Portuguese pilgrims. 

You'll go through beautiful rural and forested areas 
surrounded by nature.

Day 1: Arrival at Oporto and accommodation
Day 2: Oporto - Arcos (50 km)
Day 3: Arcos - Balugaes (40 Km)
Day 4: Balugaes - Pecene (41 Km)
Day 5: Pecene - Redondela (45 Km)
Day 6: Redondela - Caldas de Rei (41 Km)
Day 7: Caldas de Rei - Santiago (42 Km)
Day 8: Departure from lodgings End of services
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MTB Double MTB Road

Bicycle rental
We have a large fleet of bicycles that includes both mountain bikes and road bikes, which are always in perfect 
condition and are frequently checked by our mechanics.

29" Wheel
Aluminium Frame
Front suspension
Hydraulic disc brakes
Shimano groupsets
Weight: 12.3 Kg

Price: €20 / day

Transport / Transfers
We work with private taxis and companies that have experience transporting people and bicycles to meet any 
needs for transport from León, the airport or surrounding areas.

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
Bottle cage
Bell
Lights and reflectors
Bike lock
Tool kit: Spare inner tube, air 
pump, multi-purpose spanner, 
pedal key and removers

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Pannier
Travel bag
Helmet
Gel seat cover
GPS

SPECIAL: THE WAY OF SAINT JAMES
Pannier rack
We can send your bike home when 
you finish your pilgrimage on the 
Way of St. James.

27.5" Wheel
Aluminium Frame
Double suspension
Hydraulic disc brakes
Shimano groupsets
Weight: 12.7 Kg

Price: €30 / day

29" Wheel
Carbon frame
Disc brakes
Shimano 105 groupsets
Weight: 9.1 Kg

Price: €30 / day

Giant Talon 29er 1GE Giant Stance 2 Giant Defy Advanced 2

Airports, train stations, provincial capitals...

It doesn't matter where you come to our land from, 
we'll come pick you up with full guarantees.

Ask us about the choices available for your needs.
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Active tourism: more than bikes
Our land is an inexhaustible jewel for sport and nature lovers. That's why we partner with the oldest and most 
professional active tourism companies in our territory to provide other leisure alternatives that don't involve 
two wheels.

You can enjoy trekking, climbing, rafting... ask us and we'll tell you about the wide range of activities we have 
available.

Vía Ferrata de ValdeónRafting: Esla and Porma

PRICES
Porma River: €35 / person
Elsa River (short run): €40 / person 
Elsa River (long run): €30 / person

You'll descend a white water river in a rubber raft 
directed by a licensed guide.

In the Porma river you descend around 7 kilometres, 
from 600 metres below the dam wall to around 500 
metres before entering the village of Boñar.

In the Esla river, there are two ways to go down: The 
long way is around 14 kilometres and it goes from 
the village of Crémenes to the “Playa de Sabero”. The 
second way, which is really the last part of the first 
one, goes from the village of Valdoré to the “Playa de 
Sabero”, is around 7 kilometres.

A thrilling way to enjoy the landscape of the Picos 
de Europa from above is from these rail tracks along 
the legendary Cares route.

Cross the Tibetan bridge, climb the face of the 
mountain in perfect safety and enjoy spectacular 
scenery.

You'll be escorted at all times by professional guides. 
No prior experience is necessary, you just need to 
be in good shape and be excited about enjoying 
the Picos de Europa landscape by crossing bridges, 
climbing and hanging from sky high cables.

The trail has escape points along the way.
Requirements:
Swim suit, towel and shower sandals.

Equipment provided:
Neoprene diving boots with soles for your feet, a 
neoprene suit, helmet, rain jacket and life vest.

Duration of the activity:
The total duration of the activity goes from two and 
a half hours (Porma river and the short run on the 
Esla river) to four hours for the long run on the Esla 
river.

Recommended season:
During the rainy season: from mid June to early 
September. Those are the times when the dams 
release water for irrigating fields in the southern 
part of the province, so the water levels are more 
appropriate.

PRICES
Single: €60 / person

Requirements:
Mountain or durable sports footwear, comfortable 
clothes, a coat, sunscreen (depending on the season), 
a backpack with water and some food.

Equipment provided:
Harness, gloves and positioning and restraint 
lanyards.

Duration of the activity:
From 3 to 4 hours.

Recommended season:
From May to October
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Receptive services
Because of our more than 10 years of experience in bicycles and bicycle tourism, we have unique knowledge 
of the terrain that has made us the leading bicycle tourism company in the Eastern León Mountains and 
surrounding areas: Picos de Europa in Asturias and Cantabria, Palentina Mountains, the Way of St. James, 
Castilla Channel, etc.

That's why we can provide several services for other companies, such as:
- Developing personalised bicycle tour trips for other agencies and tour operators
- Partnerships with active tourism companies and travel agencies for developing tourism packages in our area 
of activity.
- Partnerships with lodging providers to give our services to their customers.
- Bicycle tour guide services.
- Developing bonus trips for companies, on bicycle, of course.
- Bike rental services.

If you need advice or resources for doing activities in these unique lands, don't hesitate to suggest your project 
to us.

Let's talk
(+34) 987 700 047
info@sendalibre.es

For the purposes of these General Conditions, the programme/pamphlet is the document with the description of the combined 
trip, whose information is part of this contract as applicable. The programme or pamphlet may be printed, (general pamphlet, 
circular, information sheet, etc.) or online at www.sendalibre.es.

The information about the programme is binding for SENDALIBRE, unless one of the following circumstances is met: 
1. The changes in the information have been clearly expressed in writing to the customer before signing the contract and the 
possibility of those changes was explicitly mentioned in the programme-offer.
2. Modifications are made later under written agreement between the signing parties. 

1 - Legal regulations applicable to the combined travel contract and acceptance of the General 
Conditions.

These General Conditions are subject to the Reformulated Text of the General Spanish Law for Consumer and User Protection 
approved by Spanish Royal Legislative Decree 1/2007 of 16 November, Law 7/1998 of 13 April regarding General Conditions for 
Leasing and Decree 25/2001 of 25 January, by which the Regulations for Travel Agencies operating in the Autonomous Community 
of Castilla y León were approved.

These General Conditions will be delivered to the customer by SENDALIBRE after the agreeing parties have signed it, which binds 
both parties to the agreement and any specific conditions that have been agreed upon or which appear in the travel documentation 
provided at the same time the contract is signed. 

2 - Organisation.

The organisation and execution of this combined trip is carried out by SENDALIBRE S.L. (hereinafter SENDALIBRE), CIF: 
B‐24606238, with legal offices at Avda. Constitución, 120, 2º de Murcia. Agency Code: CICL.24-100

3 - Price.

The price of the combined trip has been calculated using the prices of the accommodation, fuel costs, equipment costs, gifts, 
applicable insurance and fees and taxes on the date the programme was published, or those that may be made public at any later 
date.

Any increase in the stated elements may give rise to a change in the final trip price in the strict amounts of the price variations 
mentioned. Modifications to prices that raise the amount may be made a maximum of 20 working days before the departure date 
of the trip.

The customer will be notified of those modifications in writing or any medium where reception by the recipient can be recorded. 
SENDALIBRE reserves the right to modify the prices, itineraries or services included in the trips or circuits that appear in the 
programmes at any time as a consequence of any possible unforeseeable variations in costs or situations. When those causes occur, 
the customer may withdraw their request with no penalty or accept the new price before confirming the services.

3.1 - The price of the Combined Trip includes:
a) Transport to and from the airport when this service is included in the programme hired, on the kind of transport and 
with the characteristics and of the category that appears in the programme or documentation delivered to the customer 
at the time of signing.
b) Half board accommodation unless specified otherwise in the programme hired.
c) Hotel fees and taxes
d) Indirect taxes (VAT, IGIC - indirect Canary Islands Tax) when they are applicable.
e) Technical assistance during the trip when this service is specifically included in the programme hired.
f) All other services and extras that are specifically stated in the programme hired.
g) Everything that explicitly appears in the combined travel contract. 

3.2 - Special offers. 
When a combined trip is hired through a special offer publicised in circulars or information sheets at a price different from 
the general pamphlet price the services will only be those specifically stated in the circular, even when a reference is made 
to a programme described in the pamphlet, as long as it is done for the exclusive purposes of providing general information 
about the destination. 

3.3. Exclusions.
a) The price of the Combined Trip does not include
Visas, flights, airport taxes or entrance or exit taxes due at the destination, hotel-airport transfers, washing or ironing 
clothes, optional hotel services and, generally, any other service that does not explicitly appear in the section that includes 
“the price of the combined trip includes”, or that is not specifically stated in the programme, the contract or documentation 
delivered to the customer when they sign the agreement.
b) Excursions and activities
Excursions and activities that are hired at the destination are not part of the combined trip contract. Their appearance in 
the pamphlet is merely informative and their price is shown as “estimated”. Those excursions are provided to customers 
with the specific conditions and definitive price independently. Variations in the cost, services included, etc. may have 
occurred, which would modify the estimated price, and the possibility of making the excursion is not guaranteed until 
the time they are hired.

4. Form of Payment Booking, reimbursements and minimum number of bookings.

At the time of booking the reservation, SENDALIBRE requires the customer to pay the amount necessary for providing the 
services requested.

4.1 - Finalising your reservation.
• Reservations will be finalised by making a payment and a deposit of €15 per person per night. The total amount must be 
paid at least 15 days prior to starting the trip.
• If the reservation is made 15 (or fewer) days before starting the trip, the entire amount must be paid immediately.

4.2 - Cancellations.
• The full amount will be returned for cancellations up to 15 days prior to starting the trip.
• The entire payment and deposit will be lost for cancellations made within 15 days prior and before 2 days from the 
start of the trip.
• The entire amount of the reservation will be lost for cancellations made the day before starting, the day of starting or 
during the trip.
• In no event will the amount paid for any insurance that may have been taken out be returned.
• In the event that, before signing the contract, the organiser considers it impossible to provide any services requested by 
the client (including the price), they must notify the customer of those circumstances through the retail agency, which 
may withdraw their request and they may recover only the amounts paid in advance, if any such payments were made. 
• All legitimate reimbursements for any item will always be finalised though the retail agency where the booking was made 
or directly through SENDALIBRE. No returns will be made by services not voluntarily used by the customer.
• In the event that SENDALIBRE determines and expressly states that the viability of providing a combined trip requires 
a minimum number of participants and that number is not reached the trip will be cancelled and users will have the right 
only to a reimbursement of the total price or any amounts paid in advance and may not claim any amount of indemnity as 
long as the customer is notified of the cancellation at least 10 days prior to the date scheduled to start the trip as stated in 
the information contained in the programme. 

NOTE:
Combined Trip customers may transfer their reservation to a third party as long as they make notification in writing at least 
fifteen days prior to the start date of the trip.
The assignee of the reservation must meet the same requirements as the granting party, as generally required for the combined 
trip, and both parties must make payment to the retail agency jointly to meet additional expenses justified by the transfer. 

5 - Modifications.

SENDALIBRE promises to provide its customers with the totality of the services hired contained in the programme that is the 
origin of the combined trip contract, under the conditions and characteristics stipulated, in accordance with the following ends:

1. In the event that, before the departure of the trip, SENDALIBRE is obligated to significantly modify any essential element of 
the contract, they must notify the customer immediately via the retail agent. 
2. In that case, unless the parties agree to something else, the customer may choose between resolving the contract with no 
penalty or accepting a change to the contract in which the modifications and their impact on the price are specified.

The customer must communicate their decision to the retail agent or organiser within three days after being notified of the 
modifications. 

In the event the customer does not communicate their decision under the terms indicated, it will be assumed that they have 
chosen to resolve the contract with no penalty. If the hotel-airport, or vice-versa, or similar transport/assistance included in the 
programme-offer is not fulfilled fundamentally due to causes external to the transporter and not imputable to the Organiser, the 
Organiser will only reimburse the amount of the alternative transport used by the client for the trip after presenting the receipt 
or invoice for it. 

6 - Customer obligation to communicate any non-compliance in executing the contract.

The customer must communicate any non-compliance in executing the contract (preferably “in situ” to the SENDALIBRE 
representative in the destination as appearing in the trip documentation or otherwise as soon as possible), in writing, or another 
form which can be recorded, to SENDALIBRE or the retail agent and, as the case may be, the provider of the service in question. 

In the event the solutions arbitrated by SENDALIBRE are not satisfactory to the customer, the customer has a one month period 
to file a claim with the retail agent. 

7- Limitations of actions.

Notwithstanding the preceding section, the limitation of actions for actions derived from the rights recognised in the reformulated 
text of the General Spanish Law for Consumer and User Protection and other complementary laws is two years, as established in 
Article 164 of that law. 

8 - Liabilities. 

SENDALIBRE as the organising travel agency and the final retail seller of the combined trip are liable to the customer insofar as the 
obligations they have in their respective areas of managing the combined trip for the fulfilment of the obligations derived from the 
contract, independently of whether those obligations should be met by themselves or by other service providers, notwithstanding 
the rights of SENDALIBRE and the retailer to act against the aforementioned service providers.

SENDALIBRE and the retailer accept liability for damages experienced by the customer as a result of not executing the contract 
or deficient execution of the contract.

That liability will cease when one of the following circumstances arises:
a) The defects observed in the execution of the contract are imputable to the customer. 
b) The aforementioned defects are imputable to a third party not connected with providing the services covered by the contract 
and are of an unforeseeable or insurmountable nature.
c) The defects referred to are due to force majeure, which is considered to be circumstances foreign to the one who invokes 
them and which are abnormal and unforeseeable with consequences that could not have been avoided despite having acted 
with due diligence. 
d) The defects are due to an event that the retailer or SENDALIBRE could not have been foreseen or overcome despite 
having exercised all required diligence or for a sufficient cause in accordance with the regulations for Travel Agencies. 
Nevertheless, under the terms of exclusion of liability as a result of one of the circumstances foreseen in sections b, c or d above, 
SENDALIBRE and the retailer will be liable to provide necessary assistance to the customer who is experiencing difficulties. 

The limit of compensation for damages resulting from non-fulfilment or poor execution of the services included in the combined 
trip are as specified in the regulations in force that are applicable to the issue. Damages that are non-bodily must always be 
substantiated by the customer. In no event will the Agency be liable for the costs of accommodation, sustenance, transport or any 
other item arising as a result of force majeure.

9 - Insurance.

The guarantees covered by the insurance company for the activity insurance included in all packages appear in the pamphlet for 
the combined trip hired. 

10 - Additional information. 

10.1 - Traveller information:
The customer must provide truthful information required for providing the services hired (number of people, ages, ID or 
passport numbers, etc.). SENDALIBRE is not liable for potential differences in price or unavailability of the services hired that 
transport companies, hotels or other service providers may require or adopt due to the conditions required in the programme 
not coinciding with the information provided by the customer. There are no grounds for liability for that cause. 

10.2 - Luggage:
To all intents and purposes regarding land transport, it is understood that users will keep all their luggage and other personal 
belongings with them, regardless of the part of the vehicle where it is placed and that it will be transported at the user's risk 
and responsibility. Users are recommended to remain present at all times when their luggage is loaded or unloaded. In the 
event of damage or loss, the customer must file a claim with SENDALIBRE immediately. SENDALIBRE promises to provide 
appropriate assistance to clients who may be affected by one of these circumstances.

10.3 - Maps and photographs:
The maps and photographs reproduced in the catalogue are solely intended to provide more information to customers. In the 
event any kind of modification is made to the establishments, it cannot be considered to be false advertising by SENDALIBRE. 

10.4 - Hotels:
 SENDALIBRE is not liable for any changes in Management/Ownership/administration of the hotels contained in the catalogue 
made after publication. Nor is it liable for any repercussions or consequential changes brought about by those changes (name, 
services, category of the establishment, partial closure of facilities, etc.), which in any event users will be promptly notified of. 

General conditions combined travel contract
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